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        BIGGER, HARDER, LONGER LASTING ERECTIONSOn Demand
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                Over 1.2 Million Boxes

                Sold Since 2007!

            

        

        
        
            Order Now 
        

        
        
            	Erections that look and feel better to you and your partner
	Supercharge your libido and sexual desire
	Better CONTROL over erections
	More frequent and intense orgasms
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                    VigRX Plus®
                    Recommended by 
Dr. Steven Lamm

                    Best-Selling Author and Director of NYU’s Center for Men’s Health
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		The VigRX Plus® Quadruple Advantage:

		Four Indisputable Reasons Why VigRX Plus® is Consistently Rated #1 for Results
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					Advantage #1 – Scientifically Engineered Formulation

					The VigRX Plus®  formulation is the work of 10+ years of research in the field of men’s sexual health, taking the latest developments from the world of medical science. Then the formulation was slowly refined to give you a combination of ingredients that’s truly on the cutting-edge of men’s sexual and reproductive health.
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					Advantage #2 – Optimized Dosing

					With VigRX Plus®, you get the MAXIMUM dose of each ingredient necessary to produce consistent results. We don’t use cheap, sawdust fillers like so many other pills on the market today who promise a quality formulation, but don’t deliver the necessary dosage.

					Every ingredient is included in the optimum quantity, so you can expect to enjoy reliable, consistent results.
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					Advantage #3 – Freshest, Quality Ingredients

					It only makes sense. The quality of ingredients used in ANY supplement you choose is going to impact the results you achieve. That’s why we insist that VigRX Plus® is produced with the finest quality, freshest ingredients available.

					Does this negatively impact our bottom line? Initially, yes. But in our experience, selling a superior product earns us loyal, lifetime customers. So we willingly take the hit to earn your business for years to come.
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					Advantage #4 – Maximum Absorption With Bioperine

					We’re excited to announce that VigRX Plus® now includes BioPerine, which has been proven in multiple U.S. clinical studies and earned several U.S. patents for its unique ability to DRAMATICALLY increase the absorption of the ingredients it is combined with.

					Simply put – BioPerine makes the ingredients in VigRX Plus® work even BETTER!
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        Hear From Guys Who’ve
        Tried VigRX Plus® for Themselves

        
        
            
                
                
                    
                    
                        
                        Oh and did it deliver!


                        “A must buy supplement! I bought VigRX because I wanted a stronger erection. Oh and did it deliver! My wife definitely told me that my penis is bigger. This definitely helps with the blood flow of maximizing your erection and sustaining it. I have not experienced any bad side effects.”
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                        – Brennan D – New York City

                    

                    
                

            
            

            
            
                
                
                    
                    

                        I am very impressed!


                        “This is the best pill ever!!! I love it! I bought this product to mainly increase my size. Overall I am very impressed! Thanks VigRx!!! I’ll be ordering more soon!.”
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                        – Alphonso B – California
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            Watch the VigRX Plus 
            Commercial Premiering Now!

            
            
                
                
                

            


    







    
    
        
        

            How VigRX Plus® Works


            VigRX Plus® has been formulated with a series of 10 potent natural erection precursors, aphrodisiacs, and libido enhancers that quickly build up in your system to measurably improve your sexual performance.

            The ingredients directly target nitric oxide levels, which helps to relax the smooth muscle tissue of the corpus cavernosa, the two long cylindrical tubes in the penis, and its associated arterioles to increase blood flow to the penis. This results in noticeably thicker, fuller erections.

            Plus, it includes a series of potent testosterone boosters and aphrodisiacs that are many centuries old. They are known for giving men a big boost of sexual desire, along with other noticeable improvements in sexual health and function.

            Just take two tablets daily. This helps your body to absorb the maximum ingredients while also keeping dosing levels in your system consistent.
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                Blood Flow Before VigRX Plus®
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                Blood Flow After VigRX Plus®
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        Raw Testimonials From Guys Using VigRX Plus®
        The Details are Intimate and Graphic, but REAL

        
        
			
            
                
                

                    

                        The product works very well


                        “The product works very well after two weeks. More importantly, it is getting better every day.”
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                        – Church W

                    


                

            
            

            
            
                
                

                    

                        Since then I knew it was the best enhancer…


                        “The very first day I took 2 tablets and it so happened that I had sex that night. It was never ending… she begged me to stop! Since then I knew it was the best enhancer I have tried. It was long and hard and I have been using it for 1 month and experience the same thing everytime!”


                    


                    
                        – Greg Haywood, Florida

                    


                

                
            

            
        

        
    

	
	
		
		

			

				

					

						

							Is exciting and makes you feel reborn


							“I knew about Vigrx pIus! I always wanted to try but hesitated because there are so many supplements on the marked and so many reviews. In this time of Covid I actually decided to take the step as my energy level was low. I did not get any work done. Now I have been using it for two weeks and it is like I am working different things at same time! Regarding the enhancements it totally works. It took two days to feel harder and I am more driven…. it is exiting and makes you feel like reborn…confident, strong and therefor it raise quality of life! I should have done this way before!”


						


						
							[image: VigRx Plus Testimonial: Floris S]
							– Floris S – New York City

						


					


				


				

					

						

							Now I want to have sex more often


							“Hi! I am from France and I have been using VigRX Plus for five months and I can tell that I am very satisfied with this product. It gives me nice and good erection and stamina. I decided to use VigRX Plus because I wanted to have a better and longer erection, because as I have a blood pressure. Now I want to have sex more often, so I play with myself more often. I recommend this product to anyone who have problem erection.”
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							– Max C – France

						


					


				


			

			
		

		
	

	
	
		
		

			

				

					

						

							My girlfriend noticed and she was amazed…


							“I have been using VigRX Plus® for a month now and my erect penis has gotten thicker and a little longer. Even my girlfriend noticed and SHE WAS AMAZED. I mean it really got thicker and when I cum it feels so good… better than before and it makes me cum a lot more.”


						


						
							– Aaron Stover Jr.

						


					


				


				

					

						

							It’s been great for my sex life.


							It’s been great for my sex life.


						


						
							[image: VigRx Plus Testimonial: Church W]
							– Damien k.

						


					


				


				

					

						

							Now mine points out and a little up…


							“I am 70 years old and my erections are like a 30 year old! They say at 20 it points up at 40 it points out and at 60 it points down… now my points out and a little up! VigRX Plus® is great!”


						


						
							– Norris Peterson, Minnesota

						


					


				


				

					

						

							I recommend VigRX Plus for anyone to try.


							“I’ve been using VigRX Plus for over a month now. My wife is the one that found your website and boy we are glad she did.
							The first time I tried VigRX Plus was the best sex in several years for the both of us. I recommend VigRX Plus for anyone to try. It’s the best.”
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        In the first clinical study of its kind, VigRX Plus® 
        was tested on 75 real guys, not lab rats, for 84 days.
 
        
        To back up the 10+ years of client success stories that have been piling up in our back office with stories of harder, long-lasting erections, improved control, and noticeable increases in partner satisfaction, we spent a fortune on clinical studies.


        We hired Vedic Lifesciences Pvt. LTD to run our trial. After 84 days of conducting a triple-blind study on guys aged 25 to 50, where half the guys were given VigRX Plus® and half were given a placebo, they presented us with a 56-page report that included the following results:
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                    58.97% increase in the Ability to Penetrate Their Partner
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                    47% Increase in Overall Sex Drive and Desire
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                    71.43% Increase in Sexual and Intercourse Satisfaction
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                    62.82% Increase in the Ability to Maintain an Erection
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                    22.49% Increase in the Frequency and Quality of Orgasms
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                    61% Increase in Overall Sexual Desire

                

            

        


        READ MORE OF THIS CLINICAL STUDY
 
    

    






            
        

            Journal Information


            

                [image: Scientific study by the BMC Complementary and Alternative Medicine]Click here to read the clinical study, which has been published on BioMed Central and republished in The US National Library of Medicine under the auspices of the National Institutes of Health.


                [image: Scientific study by The Journal of Urology]Click here to read Evaluation of a Multi-Herb Supplement for Erectile Dysfunction: A Randomized Double-Blind, Placebo – Controlled Study


                [image: Scientific study by The Natual Products Journal]Click here to read the Natural Products Journal’s research articles, reviews, letters and guest edited issues on all aspects of research and development in the field. *
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        How VigRX Plus® Compares to Other Leading Male Enhancement Supplements
 

        It’s simple – VigRX Plus is one of the ONLY natural formulas available that has been clinically tested with proven results and a doctor recommendation. This is a big deal because 99% of “enhancement” products are too scared to put their money where their unproven claims are.
 

        Think about it.
 

        How can you know if a product works if it’s not clinically tested? Without clinical results you’re left risking your money on junk that doesn’t work. But not with VigRX Plus.


        Just take a look below at the comparison chart between VigRX Plus and our competition.
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        VigRX Plus® Ingredients
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                  Damiana
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                            Also known as Turnera diffusa, Damiana is a low-growing plant with yellow flowers and fragrant leaves. It’s native to the subtropical climates of southern Texas, Mexico, Central and South America, and the Caribbean. It’s been used as a medicine since the Mayans walked the earth. Damiana has been used for centuries as an aphrodisiac and bladder tonic because it promotes oxygen supply and increases blood flow and nerve impulses to your penis. This is a VERY good thing.

                          

                      

                    

                

            

                                

                
                  Epimedium Leaf Extract
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Also called “Horny Goat Weed” for good reason. Epimedium is a plant that comes from the botanical family, “Berberidaceae.” The Epimedium plant is said to contain certain chemical compounds, otherwise known as flavonoids that have antioxidant properties. It also contains phytoestrogens, which have effects similar to estrogen. This phytoestrogen, known as epimedium icariin, blocks an enzyme in the body using a natural pathway. Epimedium icariin aids the body in the transport of nitric oxide that encourages your body to increase the production of testosterone.


                          

                      

                    

                

            

                                

                
                  Asian Red Ginseng
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Once again our ancestors got some things exactly right. Ginseng has been around for thousands of years. In fact, it was first recorded as an aphrodisiac back in 3500 BC by China’s Emperor, Shen-Nung. He is also considered to be “the father of Chinese medicine.” Shen-Nung is quoted as saying he got a “warm and sexually pleasurable feeling” when taking Ginseng.


                          

                      

                    

                

            

                                

                
                  Muira Pauma Bark Extract
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Believe it or not, Muira Pauma is also known as the “erection root.” This extract has been used by the tribes in Brazil for thousands of years, especially for its aphrodisiac qualities. In 1994, Dr. Jacques Waynberg conducted a study on 262 men suffering from this type of problem, and the results were clear. Within just two weeks of use, a whopping 62% of the men reported the extract was having “a dynamic effect.” Also, a full 51% of the men said the herb was beneficial to their libido and desire.


                          

                      

                    

                

            

                                

                
                  Hawthorn Berry
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Hawthorn berries have some vital properties to contribute to your improved sexual health. They’re incredibly beneficial to cardiovascular health by strengthening blood vessels, lowering cholesterol levels, and even supporting the heart muscle itself. They’re filled with antioxidants and bioflavonoids, which help stimulate blood flow to the penis and help maintain and prolong erections.


                          

                      

                    

                

            

                                

                
                  Catuaba Bark Extract
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Once again we head down to South America in search of another herb. Catuaba is indigenous to Brazil and Peru and the men there use it to increase sexual desire and appetite. It contains three alkaloids called “catuabine A, B and C.” They work within the nervous system to reduce fatigue, encourage better sleep and eliminate nervousness, all of which enhances sexual function.


                          

                      

                    

                

            

                                

                
                  Saw Palmetto
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Saw palmetto is a fan palm native to North America, primarily located near the Eastern Gulf coasts. The hormonal impact of saw palmetto primarily affects testosterone pathways. People have used it for hundreds of years as a treatment for sexual inadequacies. Even though we still don’t completely understand exactly how it works, the evidence over time makes it another powerful player in the formulation of VigRX Plus.


                          

                      

                    

                

            

                                

                
                  Ginkgo Biloba
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Another well known ancient Chinese herb, Ginkgo Biloba has strong antioxidant properties. Also, it enhances the function of nerve cells by increasing blood flow to the brain and nervous system. This blood flow enhancement helps increase the quality of your erection. In fact, The National Center for Complementary and Alternative Medicine has said using Ginkgo Biloba can help fight issues in the bedroom.


                          

                      

                    

                

            

                                

                
                  Bioperine
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Throughout history, black pepper, also called the king of spices, has appeared in many traditional herbal medicines. In modern times, we’ve discovered that Piperine, the pungent component of black pepper, has a dramatic effect on how your body reacts to other herbs and spices. Specifically, Piperine and its patented cousin, Bioperine help your body absorb vital nutrients and minerals far more efficiently. By adding Bioperine to this already potent cocktail of sexually enhancing herbs and compounds, your body will process up to 40% more of it. This gives you the long term boost to regain your sexual prowess and stamina.


                          

                      

                    

                

            

                        


    
            

        


    

    






    
 
        
            
                
                
                    
                    
                        
                        At the age of 79 I feel more like 49!


                        I began using VigRX Plus over a month ago. I’ve found that VigRX Plus has increased my general energy level. I reviewed the advertisement and materials from several other products and discovered that VigRX Plus claims are more reasonable and am pleased to report that the results are very satisfactory, My erections are frequent and firmer. At the age of 79 I feel more like 49! I intend to continue using VigRX Plus indefinitely. I appreciate your interest in your customers.
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                        – Lou P

                    

                    
                

            
            

            
            
                
                
                    
                    

                        I feel more confident, passionate and sexier


                        Early last year (2019), a friend heard my cries for help and introduced me to VigRX Plus. After going through 6 different types of supplements I was thoroughly skeptical and turned to meds filled with chemicals. Before the chemicals and my introduction to VigRX Plus, I had trouble concentrating on keeping “junior” rigid long enough. After going through my second box (out of 6), I don’t have to concentrate as much. I’ve also started exercising more regularly, so I believe the combination is helping. I now feel more confident, passionate and sexier than 62 days ago.
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                        – Jean K

                    

                    
                

                
            


            
            
        

        
    







    

        Frequently Asked Questions


        
	
				
				
			
				
		        	1. How do I contact your company?
				

			

			
      			
	                You can reach us via the contact page here. Or simply drop us a private message on Facebook. If you would like to speak with our customer service assistant*, please call the following numbers:

North America Toll Free: 1-866-621-6886

International: 1-604-677-5365

 

Consider checking other frequently asked questions as well:

	Can I buy VigRX Plus male enhancement pills over the counter?
	Can I request that the shipping be discreet?
	Do you ship internationally?
	Does VigRX Plus work?
	How do I use this product? How often do I take this supplement?
	How fast can I expect results?
	Is there a money back guarantee on your product?
	Where can I buy VigRX Plus male enhancement pills?
	Where can I find more reviews or testimonials on VigRX Plus?
	Are there any side effects? Are the pills safe?


      			

			

		

						
			
				
		        	2. Can I request that the shipping be discreet?
				

			

			
      			
	                As a matter of fact, you don’t even have to ask. Packages we send within the United States will not have the content indicated on the labels. However, for international orders, we may have to state the content by law.

 

Consider checking other frequently asked questions as well:

	Can I buy VigRX Plus male enhancement pills over the counter?
	Do you ship internationally?
	Does VigRX Plus work?
	How do I contact your company?
	How do I use this product? How often do I take this supplement?
	How fast can I expect results?
	Is there a money back guarantee on your product?
	Where can I buy VigRX Plus male enhancement pills?
	Where can I find more reviews or testimonials on VigRX Plus?
	Are there any side effects? Are the pills safe?


      			

			

		

						
			
				
		        	3. Do you ship internationally?
				

			

			
      			
	                Yes, we ship worldwide. Within the United States, it can take up to 72 hours for express shipments. It takes up to 2 weeks for non-express shipments to arrive at your doorstep. For international shipments, please allow up to a month for delivery.

 

Consider checking other frequently asked questions as well:

	Can I buy VigRX Plus male enhancement pills over the counter?
	Can I request that the shipping be discreet?
	Does VigRX Plus work?
	How do I contact your company?
	How do I use this product? How often do I take this supplement?
	How fast can I expect results?
	Is there a money back guarantee on your product?
	Where can I buy VigRX Plus male enhancement pills?
	Where can I find more reviews or testimonials on VigRX Plus?
	Are there any side effects? Are the pills safe?


      			

			

		

						
			
				
		        	4. Is there a money back guarantee on your product?
				

			

			
      			
	                Yes, for more details, check out the 67-day money back guarantee here.

 

Consider checking other frequently asked questions as well:

	Can I buy VigRX Plus male enhancement pills over the counter?
	Can I request that the shipping be discreet?
	Do you ship internationally?
	Does VigRX Plus work?
	How do I contact your company?
	How do I use this product? How often do I take this supplement?
	How fast can I expect results?
	Where can I buy VigRX Plus male enhancement pills?
	Where can I find more reviews or testimonials on VigRX Plus?
	Are there any side effects? Are the pills safe?


      			

			

		

						
			
				
		        	5. Where can I find more reviews or testimonials on VigRX Plus?
				

			

			
      			
	                You can check out our user reviews page for more success stories.

 

Consider checking other frequently asked questions as well:

	Can I buy VigRX Plus male enhancement pills over the counter?
	Can I request that the shipping be discreet?
	Do you ship internationally?
	Does VigRX Plus work?
	How do I contact your company?
	How do I use this product? How often do I take this supplement?
	How fast can I expect results?
	Is there a money back guarantee on your product?
	Where can I buy VigRX Plus male enhancement pills?
	Are there any side effects? Are the pills safe?


      			

			

		

						
			
				
		        	6. How fast can I expect results?
				

			

			
      			
	                Results with VigRX Plus® build over a period of 30-60 days.

 

Consider checking other frequently asked questions as well:

	Can I buy VigRX Plus male enhancement pills over the counter?
	Can I request that the shipping be discreet?
	Do you ship internationally?
	Does VigRX Plus work?
	How do I contact your company?
	How do I use this product? How often do I take this supplement?
	Is there a money back guarantee on your product?
	Where can I buy VigRX Plus male enhancement pills?
	Where can I find more reviews or testimonials on VigRX Plus?
	Are there any side effects? Are the pills safe?


      			

			

		

						
			
				
		        	7. Are there any side effects? Are the pills safe?
				

			

			
      			
	                There are no reported side effects. Our products consist of natural ingredients. However, we advise you to read about the ingredients to ensure you are not allergic to any of the ingredients in VigRX Plus.

 

Consider checking other frequently asked questions as well:

	Can I buy VigRX Plus male enhancement pills over the counter?
	Can I request that the shipping be discreet?
	Do you ship internationally?
	Does VigRX Plus work?
	How do I contact your company?
	How do I use this product? How often do I take this supplement?
	How fast can I expect results?
	Is there a money back guarantee on your product?
	Where can I buy VigRX Plus male enhancement pills?
	Where can I find more reviews or testimonials on VigRX Plus?


      			

			

		

						
			
				
		        	8. How do I use this product? How often do I take this supplement?
				

			

			
      			
	                Just take one pill, twice a day. One box will last 30 days. To get the optimal results, we suggest you couple this with VigRX Oil as well as male enhancement exercises.

 

Consider checking other frequently asked questions as well:

	Can I buy VigRX Plus male enhancement pills over the counter?
	Can I request that the shipping be discreet?
	Do you ship internationally?
	Does VigRX Plus work?
	How do I contact your company?
	How fast can I expect results?
	Is there a money back guarantee on your product?
	Where can I buy VigRX Plus male enhancement pills?
	Where can I find more reviews or testimonials on VigRX Plus?
	Are there any side effects? Are the pills safe?


      			

			

		

						
			
				
		        	9. Can I buy VigRX Plus male enhancement pills over the counter?
				

			

			
      			
	                Some retailers purchase our product wholesale and then resell them in their stores; however, there may not be one near you. The good news is, we ship worldwide, right to your doorstep. You can check out our online prices and buy the product directly from our order page here. It is super convenient!

 

Consider checking other frequently asked questions as well:

	Can I request that the shipping be discreet?
	Do you ship internationally?
	Does VigRX Plus work?
	How do I contact your company?
	How do I use this product? How often do I take this supplement?
	How fast can I expect results?
	Is there a money back guarantee on your product?
	Where can I buy VigRX Plus male enhancement pills?
	Where can I find more reviews or testimonials on VigRX Plus?
	Are there any side effects? Are the pills safe?


      			

			

		

						
			
				
		        	10. Where can I buy VigRX Plus male enhancement pills?
				

			

			
      			
	                You can buy online via our order page here and enjoy your 67-day risk-free money back guarantee. We are the official website for VigRX Plus, so you can be sure that all the products you buy from us are safe and genuine.

 

Consider checking other frequently asked questions as well:

	Can I buy VigRX Plus male enhancement pills over the counter?
	Can I request that the shipping be discreet?
	Do you ship internationally?
	Does VigRX Plus work?
	How do I contact your company?
	How do I use this product? How often do I take this supplement?
	How fast can I expect results?
	Is there a money back guarantee on your product?
	Where can I find more reviews or testimonials on VigRX Plus?
	Are there any side effects? Are the pills safe?


      			

			

		

						
			
				
		        	11. Does VigRX Plus work?
				

			

			
      			
	                That’s an absolute yes! And we have the clinical trial results to prove it. To read all the mumbo-jumbo on the clinical tests and their results, check out this page.

 

Consider checking other frequently asked questions as well:

	Can I buy VigRX Plus male enhancement pills over the counter?
	Can I request that the shipping be discreet?
	Do you ship internationally?
	How do I contact your company?
	How do I use this product? How often do I take this supplement?
	How fast can I expect results?
	Is there a money back guarantee on your product?
	Where can I buy VigRX Plus male enhancement pills?
	Where can I find more reviews or testimonials on VigRX Plus?
	Are there any side effects? Are the pills safe?


      			

			

		

				    


    

        *Our customer service operates between 6am and 10pm, Pacific Time, seven days a week. We are closed on American public holidays.
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		Get Up To $159 of FREE BONUS GIFTS 
		When You Try A 6-or 3-Month Supply!

		
			
				[image: ]
				Bonus #1

				The “No Prescription System” For 
				Rock Hard Erections

				Retail Value: $19.95Yours FREE!

				
					Are you ready to restore the surging sexual power and rock-hard erections of your youth? In your FREE BONUS eguide you’ll discover a simple 4-step system for eliminating bedroom performance “problems” at any age! You’ll discover:

						The “Forbidden” Fruit Secret For Harder Erections (this fruit is probably hiding in your kitchen right now!)
	The Circulation Journal Reveals A Delicious Way To Improve Blood Flow (the key to achieving steel-hard erections that last!)
	Can This Weird Hand “Trick” Increase Your Penis SIZE and FIRMNESS? (find out why men are trying this strange exercise with great success!)


					And so MUCH More!
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				Bonus #2 VigRX® Nitric Oxide Support

				 Reduce Harmful Estrogen & 
				Regain Your “Alpha Male” Edge

				Retail Value: $69.95Yours FREE!

				
					One of the most frustrating sexual issues is not being able to get hard fast enough. That’s why VigRX® created Nitric Oxide Support. This 100% natural formula is designed to promote 24-hour blood flow so you can be ready at any time!

						Made with a U.S. Patented Compound Clinically Proven To Boost Blood Flow in 8 Days.
	WARNING: Combine With VigRX® Plus To Experience Powerful Effects (Might Be Too Strong For Some Men)
	Promotes 24-Hour Blood Flow So You Can Feel “Ready To Go!” Whenever The Moment Strikes!


					Now YOU can try this amazing formula absolutely FREE!
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EUR
CAD
AUD
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		  	1 Box30 Day Supply
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							These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
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				* Free Shipping to USA Applies Only to Lower 48 States (Excludes Hawaii, Alaska and Other Territories)

                ** Study was conducted on original VigRX formula.

                *** The testimonials found on this site as well as all medical endorsements are from REAL customers and REAL medical professionals. The clinical studies were conducted by Vedic Lifesciences Pvt. LTD. Consult your physician or other health care professional before starting this or any other supplement program. Some photos of customers are stock photos for illustrative purposes. Users were provided a free month supply to use their testimonials.
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        We protect your privacy, and we use cookies to optimize your experience.
        Continued use of the website means you accept our
        Cookie Policy and
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